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Rationale  

Meeting the needs of all learners is vital in supporting all pupils to reach their full potential. 
Building the Curriculum 4 states that ‘effective assessment helps to provide an emerging 
picture of progress and achievement for all learners as they develop the knowledge, skills and 
attributes that underpin the four capacities.’ William (2011) highlights that formative 
assessment should allow all learners to compare their work with the intended learning and 
evaluate their achievement. William (2011) suggests that teachers use the feedback from 
pupils through formative assessment to adjust their teaching which will lead to better quality 
learning and teaching and support educational achievement of all pupils. Preddy (2008) 
agrees that formative assessment strategies can be useful in identifying the pupils who are the 
most enthusiastic and those who feel discouraged by their learning. Preddy is a firm believer 
that plenaries are an invaluable form of Assessment for Learning and using strategies such as 
exit passes allows teachers to gain a better insight into the pupils’ views.  

Teachers must be reflective practitioners to make decisions about the next steps for learning 
Sing (2017). Sing highlights that plenaries, including exit passes, are an opportunity for 
teachers to assess whether or not the desired learning has taken place. McLean (2003) agrees, 
stating that it is important that teachers have the opportunity to self-reflect. One might 
suggest that to engage our pupils we should examine our own practise through the assessment 
and views of the children.  

Landsman, Moore, and Simmons (2008) state that when students have a written task as a 
plenary, they are more likely to be more diligent and engaged during the class. They argue 
that Exit Passes are a strategy that allow teachers to respond in the present rather than at the 
end of a unit or term test.  Preddy (2008) agrees that for teacher to be able to meet the needs 
of all learners the assessment should not be left to a one-time summative assessment.  

An emerging theme became clear through the research gathered by my practitioner enquiry 
group that the implementation of formative assessment methods, is the responsibility of the 
teacher, as a leader of learning, to provide their learners with meaningful and engaging 
opportunities to evaluate the progress of their own learning. Evaluation that for teachers 
should be used to determine the direction in which further learning. and teaching will take. 

 

Aims  

To explore how pupils give feedback on an online platform. 
To identify if pupil feedback is a reflection of the work produced.  
To inform our teaching and how we can adapt it to suit the needs of our learners. 



 
 

Methodology  

This enquiry was conducted with a Primary 5 class of 28 pupils (10 girls and 18 boys) 
throughout their time using digital learning over four weeks. A mixture of qualitative and 
quantitative data was used. The pupils were asked to complete an Emoji Exit Pass at the end 
of each week to self-evaluate their learning. Pupils were verbally informed during class calls 
that the exit slips were being collated as evidence for a Professional Enquiry and that 
although the exit slips were anonymous. The pupils did have previous experience of using 
Exit Passes in the classroom however I did ask the pupils to complete a short show of hands 
questionnaire on our Teams call regarding the usefulness of Exit Passes and self- evaluation.  

The data collection methods included the circled Emoji Exit Passes, the written feedback 
from pupils (Appendix A) and continuous discussions during live lessons. The pupils were 
asked to summarise their key learning of the week in a sentence, choose an emoji to describe 
how they felt they did and relate it to their understanding of the week’s digital content. The 
responses from the Emoji Exit passes were brought together and four varied responses were 
selected from each week. The verbal and written feedback of two consistent pupils were 
analysed.  

At the conclusion of the four weeks the pupils were asked the same question on a Teams Call 
regarding the usefulness of Exit Passes and self-evaluation. The results were compared with 
the responses from week one of the enquiry.  

 

Findings  

The evidence which was gathered from the initial pupil discussions highlighted that pupils 
generally had a neutral opinion of whether exit passes were a useful tool for self-evaluation. 
Figure 1 shows that over half the pupils who answered felt that they were unsure about the 
usefulness of Exit Passes for self-evaluation.  
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The pupils then took part in the Emoji Exit Pass returns for four weeks. They were reminded 
to be honest in their responses and through the analysis of the returned Emoji Exit passes it 
was clear that most pupils were able to evaluate their learning through this method. At the 
end of this enquiry, when the pupils were asked the same question, it was clear that the 
perception of the effectiveness of exit passes had changed. Figure 2 shows that there was an 
increase in pupils who felt that Exit Passes are very useful for self-evaluation.  

 

Four, varied Exit Pass responses were gathered each week. Then two children who has 
consistently returned the passes were analysed. Child A’s week one response was “I know 
that I did really well this week in numeracy because my Mum is good at maths”. This 
response highlighted Child A’s lack of understanding of evaluating their own learning and 
there was no link to the desired learning. Child B’s week one response was “I enjoy the 3D 
shape topic and I know all of the shapes”. This response was slightly more useful as it did 
highlight that Child B was enjoying their learning and they felt confident naming 3D shapes. 
However, it was a little vague and didn’t allow for much teacher reflection of practise. 
Following various responses in week 1 which were not particularly useful I discussed self-
evaluation with the pupils during Teams calls. By week four the responses from Child A was: 
“I practised my times tables this week and I am getting much better. My mum helps me, 
asking me questions just like in class with you. I want to do more (times tables) so I get 
better.” This response was far more reflective from the child and I was also able to think 
about my own practise in planning for a return to school. Child B’s week four response was 
“I am confident using times tables to solve word problems. I liked that my name was in the 
questions this week.” By week four Child B was using the wording of the learning intention 
and could clearly state why they enjoyed a certain activity.  

 

Conclusions 

After the four-week enquiry period the pupils’ attitudes were starting to shift towards feeling 
more positive about the usefulness of Exit Passes usage. The results of the initial question 
asked and the change in responses by week four highlight the growing positive attitude of 
pupils. The written responses gathered from the pupils improved each week and by week four 
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they were referring to the Learning Intention and were far more reflective of what they were 
enjoying and whether or not they believed that they had achieved their learning.  

From the teacher’s perspective the findings have drawn attention to the benefits of using a 
plenary Exit Pass as a strategy for gathering the pupils’ opinions and reflecting on practice. I 
certainly felt that by the end of the enquiry my pupils were more confident sharing their 
learning and highlighting if they required further assistance.  

It was evident that pupils did possess some of the skills they required in order to self-
evaluate, albeit on various levels at the start, which raises the question of whether pupils need 
to be taught skills in self-evaluating their own progress before using exit passes as a means of 
doing this. Furthermore, it must be noted that the pupils were completing the exit passes at 
home. Therefore, their may have been some parental influence over their answers. Not all 
pupils were present during the live lessons so not every pupils’ answers were used as part of 
the data gathered.  

 

Implications for Future Practise 

The results of the enquiry have shown that Exit Passes can be a useful method of self-
evaluation for pupils if they have a clear understanding of how to be reflective. Following 
discussions with my pupils, I have considered strategies to support them when self-evaluating 
their learning. I will continue to promote the Exit Passes when we return to school to ensure 
that the pupils are confident.  

Finally, exit passes will be used more consistently throughout learning and teaching in my 
classroom. Overall pupils enjoyed completing the Emoji Exit Passes and pupils noted this 
helped them consolidate their understanding better as they were able to see it visualised. 
Using the emojis supported all children to participate and I have concluded that they have 
allowed me to asses my own teaching and meet the needs of all of my learners.  
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Appendices  

Child A Responses  

 

 

 

 

 

I know that I did really well this week in 
numeracy because my Mum is good at 
maths

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I practised my times tables this week and I am 
getting much better. My mum helps me, asking 
me questions just like in class with you. I want 
to do more (times tables) so I get better

 



 

Child B Responses 

 

 

 

 

 

I enjoy the 3D shape topic and I know all 
the shapes.

 



 

 

I am confident using times tables to solve 
word problems. I liked that my name was in 
the questions this week. 


